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SOUTH POINT PUBLIC SCHOOL, SONIPAT envisions the holistic growth of the students. The 
school is the centre of excellence in education where the students are prepared to be physically-
fit, morally-upright, techno-savvy and mentally-alert global citizens. The school was incepted in 
2004 and since its inception, it has been continuously marching ahead under the aegis of Mange 
Ram Educational and Charitable Trust. 
It is a matter of immense delight for me to present the Annual Report of the Session 2022-23. 
 
VISION AND MISSION: 
The mission of the School Management is to achieve the multifarious development of the 
students through an outstanding academic and physical ambience that is conducive to 
developing creativity, learning,zeal and zest. 
 
PHILOSOPHY: 
The school eyes not only on advanced academics but also on extra-curricular and co-curricular 
activities.A sound platform is provided to the students by organizing a gamut of scholastic and 
co-scholastic activities to inculcate in them the sense of leadership, team-spirit, camaraderie, 
loyalty, discipline, dedication, devotion, healthy competition and empathy. 
Even during the tough time of COVID-19 pandemic, our experienced, dedicated, devoted, 
highly-educated and hard-working teaching fraternity spared no pains to impart quality-
education and organize various activities, competitions, functions and celebrations through 
online mode too. 
Our students took active participation in the activities.They showed excellent performance in 
academics and brought laurels to school. 
 
STAFF: 
We feel proud to have a team of enthusiastic, dedicated, highly-educated, richly-experienced, 
pro-active, impeccably fluent in English, techno-savvy, and devoted teachers. 
 
STUDENTS ENRICHMENT PROGRAMMES: 
Just like every year, this year also, our students actively participated in all school activities, 
celebrations and competitions but with a difference i.e. in the virtual mode,most of the 
time.The competitions included Patriotic Song Competition, Singing Competition, Solo Dance 
Competition, Poster-DesigningCompetition, Slogan Writing Competition, Greeting Card Making 
Competition, Best- out-of Waste Competition, Photo Frame Making Competition, PPT Making 
Competition etc. 
The national, religious and regional festivals were held throughout the year to educate the 
students about the rich cultural and religious heritage of India. These events sensitize the 



students towards living in harmony in a diverse society and encourage them to pay respect to 
the customs and traditions of all religious communities. 
 
PROMOTION OF SPORTS: 
Along with academics, sports and games are an integral part of the school curriculum. Students 
are regularly motivated and guided to be physically-fit and mentally-alert as “asoundmind 
dwells in a sound body”. Basketball, Cricket, Tai-kwando, Skating, Kabbadi, Wrestlingand 
Athletics are the sports activities which are played regularly and enjoyed by our students. We 
are theproud champion of National Level Under-14 Kabbadi Championship. Our budding players 
have madetheir presence felt in various Block, District,State and National Level Sports 
Championships by wining different positions. 
 
 
CLASS-X (AISSE) AND CLASS-XII (AISSCE), 2022-23 RESULTS: 
We are well-known for producing accoladed Board Results both qualitatively and quantitatively 
year-by-year. This year also, our school got 100% Board Results in both Classes- X and XII. Our     
students notched top positions in the city and brought more name and fame to school. 
 
MORNING ASSEMBLIES: 
The Morning Assembly provides ample opportunities for the students to come forth and hone 
their public speaking, reading and thought-sharing skills. The Morning Assembly is organized 
daily by the students themselves where they present various activities like Prayer, Thought of 
the Day, Pledge, News-Reading, Poem Recitation, Speech, General Knowledge Quiz, Slogan 
Recitation, Physical Exercises and National Anthem etc. 
 
TRANINGS, SEMINARS, ORIENTATIONS AND COUNSELLING: 
Every year, Trainings, Seminars and Counselling Sessions are conducted for the teachers with a 
double focus to improve and effectively implement innovative and modern teaching-learning 
paradigms to achieve academic excellence. This year also, a renowned Resource-Person, Mr. 
Sharma was invited in the school to deliberate upon the changing teaching methodologies and 
to motivate the teachers to put in their heart and soul together to yield more fruitful results. 
 
EXAMINATIONS: 
Periodical Assessments and Evaluations are conducted for the students throughout the session. 
The examinations are conducted strictly in compliance with the Examination Specifications 
issued by the CBSE. Subject Enrichment Activities are also organized to assess the students for 
the Internal Assessment. 
 
ACHIEVEMENTS IN INTER-SCHOOL COMPETITIONS AND COMPETITIVE EXAMS: 
Our students participated in different Inter-School Competitions and Competitive Exams in the 
previous years. Positions were grabbed in various competitions viz.Rangoli Designing, Group 
Dance, Solo Dance, Singing, Art and Craft and Drawing &Colouring organized by the District 



Administration at BalBhawan, Sonipat. The budding folk dancers of our school are the cynosure 
in the Republic Day and Independence Day Celebrations organized by the District Administration 
at Police Lines. To whet the analytical, reasoning, and logical skills of our students, they are 
encouraged to take part in International Mathematics Olympiad and National Science Olympiad 
conducted by the Science Olympiad Federation and there also our students bagged medals. 
 
PARENT-TEACHER MEETS: 
It has been rightly said that the success of a student is a tri-polar process, when the trio-the 
teachers, students and the parents- work together. The Parent Teacher Meet is organized after 
every examination to make the parents well-apprised of the academic performance of their 
ward so that the necessary remedial measures may be taken to improve upon the same.  
 
FAREWELL PARTY  
The school organized a Farewell Party to bid farewell to the students of Class-XII with a bouquet 
of good wishes for a bright and successful career. The students of Class-XI hosted the 
programme. Various mesmerizing events were performed on the stage. The audience were left 
spellbound by the scintillating dance performances of the students. The titles like ‘Mr. Farewell’  
‘Ms. Farewell’, ‘Mr. Intelligent’, ‘Ms.Intelligent’ etc. were conferred upon the students. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


